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LOCALIZATION
Basque Coast (Southeast of Bay of Biscay)
Sea Depth
40 - 70 m
Seabed
Predominantly rocky and irregular
Distance to harbour
Less than 15 km to the main harbour
Minimum distance to the coast 0,5 km
Mean coast orientation
Northwest
RESOURCE
Mean wave energy flux
24 KW/m
Wave scatter Diagram

Abstract
The Basque Country has embarked upon a
strategic initiative to be a world leader in the
development of wave power. This initiative is being
led by the Basque Energy Agency (EVE), the
Basque Government Energy Agency in charge of
the “BIMEP” project (Biscay Marine Energy
Platform). The company selected by EVE to develop
the engineering work and supervise the construction
of the installation was SENER.
SENER, a Basque engineering and construction
company, with international presence in a broad
range of technologies and markets (marine, civil
architecture and infrastructure, aerospace and
Oil&Gas), and with a clear vocation to be a leader
in new technologies, has participated in the BIMEP
since December 2009.
This paper will detail the steps taken to select the
equipment, the lessons learned and a comparition
between the development of thermosolar power and
needs in terms of marine power.

Extreme wave (50 years)

Hs: 11.45 m
Hmax: 22.2 m
Tp: 15,4 s
Water temperature
9 to 25ºC
Atmosphere temperature
-4 to 40 ºC
Tidal Amplitude
Maximum: 4 m
Minimum: 1,5 m
Wind
All direction with significant probability
(main events in Northwest)
Vv, 1(10)/150=47 m/s (design extreme
wind speed)
FACILITY´S CHARACTERISITICS
Initial maximum power
20 MW
Prferred transmission voltage
13 KV
There will be a minimum of four independent berths for the connection of the
WEC´s to the grid
Constant monitoring of the sea and atmospheric conditions
Onshore substation for grid connection with isolation switching for each
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1.

BIMEP: description and works made

The BIMEP (Biscay Marine Energy Platform) is an
experimentation platform that will be operational by
the summer of 2011, in Armintza-Lemoiz, a research
and demonstration infrastructure for Wave Energy
Converters (WECs), which will support the
technological and industrial development of Wave
energy.
The Cantabrian sea offers exceptional conditions for
testing the effectiveness of the new mechanisms and
technologies for harnessing wave energy currently
being developed by companies throughout Europe.
Table 1 shows the main characteristics of the
facilities.

Table 1: Localization, resource and main characteristics of
the facilities.

The facility has modern underwater infrastructure
with a connection to the Power Grid on the mainland,
and an entire communications system for
systematically gathering and analysing the data from
the systems being tested at sea.
1.1 Works made
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The original design of the facility included several
clearly differentiated parts (see Fig. 1):
− a research and data-collection centre
− an electrical substation on land
− an overland cable to the beach manhole (4
submarine three-phase lines 13,2 KW & 5 MW)
− a static cable to the junction box (4
submarine three-phase lines 13,2 KW & 5 MW)
− a dynamic cable to the connectors
− umbilical cable connecting to the WEC

Table 2: Main characteristics of the connector.
We should note the uncertainty in this project with
regards to the overall design, including power cables as
well as connectors and the substation, since the WEC
devices that will be installed on the platform are neither
known nor clearly defined. To find out more about the
characteristics of the elements connected in the
BIMEP, a questionnaire was sent out to various
technology companies interested in having their
products installed on this platform, for them to provide
certain details of the device (electricity, dimensions,
operation, etc), in order to obtain greater information
for designing the facility.
The static cable will be buried by Guided Horizontal
Drilling (GHD) to a depth of 15 m (according to the
low tide level). After this depth, the cable will be
buried in the paleobasin; minimum depth will be one
metre.
GHD will be carried out from land. In order to
protect the cable while drilling, a polyethylene (PE)
tube is inserted. This is completely assembled in a
suitable location and subsequently transported by boat.
At depths of more than 15 m, the cable is laid from a
ship and buried by a remote operated vehicle (ROV).
The most valuable characteristics of the ships, for the
purpose of adapting to the environmental and
geographical conditions of the site, are:
− Propulsión equipment
− Acommodation equipment
− Navegation equipment (DP level)
− Meteorological equipment
− Cable laying equipment
− Proposed ROV
− Weather operation limits; very important to
have costs controlled
− People who is going to tend the cable;
experience of the people involved in works
execution could affect directly to the costs

Figure 1: BIMEP initial configuration.

The project was split into four work packages, each
one of which was to be assigned by public tender:
power lines, connection system, substation on land and
marking out the test area.
At present, the junction box package has been
cancelled, and it is being studied the possibility of the
contractor who supplies the cable also supplying the
connectors. Ultimately, it was decided to terminate the
static cable in a single connector, to which a single
WEC will be connected (fig. 2).

Figure 2: BIMEP actual configuration.

The main reason for this change in the initial
configuration was that the technological development
of the junction box was insufficient to enable
simultaneous connection of several WECs.
The four connectors (one for each submarine cable)
will be attached to marking and refloating buoys to
enable quick connection and disconnection of the
WECs to the cable. They will be made up of two
pluggable elements: one part will be mounted on the
static cable and the other must be supplied for
subsequent mounting on the umbilical cable.
Table 2 shows the main characteristics of the
connectors.
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Along the paleobasin, the cable will be buried to a
depth of one metre by the ROV, which can be used for
precision operations at hundreds of metres of depth. In
the case of BIMEP, the working depth may not exceed
90 m.
For the design of the substation, it has been planned
one cell per cable (4 cells overall) for 5 MW in
13.2 kV. The transformer will be designed to export
100% of its power, in other words, 25 MVA. It will be
of the input-output type (according to instructions from
Iberdrola) and will subsequently be coupled with the
existing 132 kV grid. When designing the substation, it
has not been taken into account the nature of the
WECs, mainly because it is not yet known what
devices will be installed. Also due to this uncertainty,
the substation has been left with enough space for a
possible bank of capacitors, if it is necessary one in the
future. Also, an auxiliary cable has been provided, in
case it is necessary to supply the auxiliary systems of a
potential underwater substation.

technologies used. Concerning this point,
BIMEP will provide coverage for the study of
prototype performance under normal operating
conditions and the subsequent analysis of data
collected from the research centre. All of this
will enable future technological and industrial
development, which would be difficult to
achieve otherwise.


Industrial
fabric,
necessary
experience;
oportunities for marine power: the auxiliary
industry is facing a challenge and a major
opportunity. The development of a marine plant
requires specialist work and equipment, which
the industries can and should provide.
To establish a parallel with thermosolar power,
the construction of solar plants required the
development of new components such as
guidance systems for heliostats and parabolic
cylinders, new materials, special equipment for
pumping and exchanging thermal fluids, new
solar receivers, thermal power storage systems,
etc. These developments were made possible by
the rewarded effort of design and manufacturing
companies who strive to achieve innovation in
their respective fields.
Therefore, considerable business opportunities
have appeared for the auxiliary industry in every
phase of the design and construction of a marine
plant: from the actual WECs to new systems for
connecting and transporting electric power.



Regulatory framework; inicial protection,
technological development and commercial
competitiveness: to ensure that the future
development of marine power is possible, it is
essential to create a stable regulatory framework
that enables the development of marine plants at
an acceptable cost. Long-term and stable feedin-tariffs have proven as the most efficient
instrument for sustainable renewable market
penetration. In order to promote investments
with acceptable risk, it is necessary to define a
framework of premiums per kWh in order to
encourage the construction of the first facilities
and enable a gradual reduction of the costs.
The general consensus among solar industry
players is that a legislated tariff of between 24
and 27 eurocents per KWh with a guarantee of
20 to 25 years is required in Southern Europe to
make projects bankable. In marine projects, a
price of around €0.33 per kWh is expected. In
any case, this price is still to be determined.
Legislated renewable energy sales targets aimed
at the electricity retail sector are another
effective way that has given a boost to the
thermosolar plants.
To give an example, there are two major
international policy instruments relevant to
Thermosolar Plants at the moment – The Global
Market Initiative and the Mediterranean Solar

2. Development Framework: parallelisms
between the development of thermosolar
energy and needs in terms of marine power
The thermosolar development of recent years should
make it possible to apply the experience achieved to the
field of marine power.
Below are several aspects of thermosolar
development that can be applied to the development of
marine technology:


Small-scale modelling: one step required before
setting up wave energy capturing systems is an
analysis of all the variables involved in a given
project, by using software, predictive models
and testing installations. In thermosolar power,
SENER has developed its own simulator, called
“Sensol”, which provides an exhaustive analysis
of the facility, from design to operation,
considering all the determining factors and
technical and economic aspects involved in each
project, with a view to optimising the design for
every scenario. The solar model also provides a
very valuable tool for monitoring plant
operation, since it can detect errors or faults in
the operation of the various systems, and also
receives feedback with actual operational details,
enabling the tool to be continuously improved.



Real-scale testing: it is essential to test real-scale
prototypes before developing a commercial
project. In the field of thermosolar power, the
Almería Solar Plant (PSA) has allowed us to
study real-scale prototypes, which have
ultimately been applied in commercial projects.
The study and improvement of prototypes in this
type of facilities can help avoid subsequent
technical and commercial failure caused by a
lack of knowledge regarding the new
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Plan. The first one was signed by a number of
countries agreeing to put in place targets, fixed
tariffs, financing and regulation. The second one
was announced in mid-2008 and it seeks a total
of 10 to 12 gigawatts of concentrating solar
power by 2020.
Spain has witnessed a rapid growth of
thermosolar power thanks to adequate power and
economic policy (see figure 3). Every effort
should be made to ensure marine power
experiences similar growth.



Market; learning curve and technology
improvement: the first steps must be used to
learn and improve the technology, getting over
the experimental phase to achieve commercial
development of marine plants. It is also
important to achieve a high level of repetition in
order to reduce the investment costs, making the
technology competitive within the market.
Otherwise, marine power technology will have
been a lost gamble.
In the thermosolar field, we have seen how
project repetition (Andasol-1&2, Extresol-1&2,
etc.) is greatly reducing the costs of producing
energy and increasing competitiveness.



Innovation: getting there is not enough, we must
look for the next success platform. Otherwise
someone else will.

Cumulative Power (MW)
Pessimistic cumulative power in 2010
Optimistic cumulative power in 2010
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Figure 3: Thermosolar Cumulative Power (MW) in Spain.



Many thanks to Mikel Garate, Lorenzo Quevedo and
David Herrera.

Operation: an often forgotten aspect in
discussions of marine power is the operation and
maintenance phase of the WEC. The commercial
success of a project does not only depend on the
investment costs and the technology used
(efficiency), it is also essential for the associated
O&M costs to be as low as possible. Otherwise,
the project will be doomed to fail.
The BIMEP infrastructure will make it possible
to prove the operational validity of the various
technologies as a prior step to the development
of a marine plant.
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